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this white paper. The white paper would not have been
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Magee of Evernote, David Redmond of Inditex, Patrik Falk of
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Introduction

Introduction

Payments are a key driver
of success in international
expansion
The advent of e-commerce has significantly broken down trade frontiers for both
digital and physical goods, making cross-border e-commerce, wherein consumers buy
online from merchants located in other countries, easier than it has ever been. It is now
possible for any business to rapidly expand internationally, and payments is a key driver
of that opportunity.

Case in point: Cross-border transactions represent 35% of

This research identified 94 million cross-border shoppers in

Adyen's total payment volume, and Adyen enables one of

these six key markets, spending a total of USD 105 billion in

its customers interviewed for this report (a successful digital

2013 and a forecast of up to USD 307 billion in 2018.1

services company headquartered in California) to accept
payments from consumers in 199 countries and territories!

Digging specifically into the Chinese cross-border
e-commerce market, which has registered significant

The objective of this Adyen Report is to provide insight into

expansion in recent years, the growth potential is clear.

the opportunities created by cross-border commerce and

According to the China e-Business Research Center journal,

share emerging best practices in order to answer one key

the value registered by Chinese online shoppers buying

question for merchants: how to optimize online payments

from abroad via domestic electronic payment methods

for international expansion? In partnership with Adyen,

jumped from USD 1.95 billion (CNY 12 billion) to more than

Edgar, Dunn & Company (EDC), a global strategy consulting

USD 11.36 billion (CNY 70 billion) between 2010 and 2013.

firm specialized in payments, has identified best practices
based on in-depth interviews with leading online merchants

Another market whose potential has been barely tapped

and transaction data provided by Adyen.

is Russia, where foreign retailers’ online sales of physical
goods into the country have grown considerably over the

In this report, Adyen and EDC will define "cross-border"

last few years and reached an estimated USD 3 billion in

payment in Part 1 and leverage Adyen's payment data to

2013, with a forecast ranging between USD 8 billion and

confirm the international expansion opportunity. In Part

USD 19 billion in 20162.

2, this report will draw key insights from interviews with
leading online merchants and benchmark data from Adyen

Finally, even ‘established’ markets such as Europe have

to identify emerging best practices related to international

significant growth potential, on top of existing scale3:

expansion.

•• Cross-border e-commerce is estimated at EUR 44 billion
in 2013, i.e. more than 12% of total e-commerce in

Global commerce has never been this easy
Recent research by The Nielsen Company covering the US,

Europe, and
•• It is expected to grow significantly faster (21% per

the UK, Germany, Brazil, China, and Australia confirms the

year) compared to domestic e-commerce (9% per year)

current size and huge upside of cross-border e-commerce.

between 2013 and 2018.

1 https://www.paypal-media.com/assets/pdf/fact_sheet/PayPal_ModernSpiceRoutes_Report_Final.pdf
2 Source: EWDN
3 Source: EMOTA 2013
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As such, international expansion represents a significant

Importance of optimizing digital payments

growth opportunity for many (if not most) online merchants.

For companies trying to expand internationally, an

Many merchants have already successfully expanded

online trade association identified three main hurdles

beyond their domestic market. For instance, countries

to overcome: (a) the difficulty of running marketing

such as the UK, the US, and Germany have generated an

campaigns across multiple countries, (b) the fragmentation

e-commerce trade surplus, which is defined here as a

of payment methods, and (c) the fragmentation of delivery

positive balance of e-commerce trade, where a country's

solutions7. However, if addressed properly, these hurdles

e-commerce exports exceed its imports.

become enablers, helping online merchants tap into this
international expansion opportunity.

Countries with an
e-commerce trade surplus4

Trade balance
(USD in 2013)

UK

+ $1,190m

US

+ $180m

Germany

+ $35m

In contrast, countries such as France and the Netherlands
have generated an e-commerce trade deficit.
Countries with an
e-commerce trade deficit5

Trade balance
(USD in 2013)

France

- $950m

the Netherlands

- $385m

As this report will demonstrate, the implementation
of payments-related best practices can contribute to a
successful international expansion for merchants. Key
stakeholders are indeed becoming increasingly aware of
the impact of "payments" on cross-border e-commerce.
In January 2012, the European Commission identified
"payments" as a key priority for supporting the growth of
e-commerce across Europe: "The Commission has adopted
(...) an action plan which will facilitate cross-border access
to online products and content and ultimately solve the
problems of payment6."

4
5
6
7

Source: Google Search Data, OC&C analysis, January 2014
Source: Google Search Data, OC&C analysis, January 2014
Source: http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-12-10_en.htm
Source: http://www.acsel.asso.fr/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/Synth%C3%A8se-livre-ecommerce-transfronti%C3%A8re.pdf
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Part 1

Part 1

Three key opportunities in
cross-border online payments
To begin this report, it is important to first define what "cross-border" means in terms of
payments, to provide a common understanding and definition of the subject, and then
identify the opportunity by leveraging Adyen’s payment data.

Local business with global payments
International e-commerce typically refers to cross-border

entity that the merchant has set up has a card acceptance

e-commerce, wherein consumers buy online from

contract with a local acquirer or an international acquirer

merchants located in other countries. However, when it

with the relevant domestic licenses9. A third solution would

comes to payments, the definition of cross-border is complex

be a combination of the cross-border approach in some

due to the fuzzy nature of "merchant location". For instance,

countries and the local approach in other countries.

some online merchants seem to offer a "local" website with
the local language and currency, but the payment actually

This report will focus on this key question and will share the

takes place on a cross-border basis.

local vs. cross-border acquiring approaches taken by some
of Adyen's merchants to demonstrate the actual impact

Let's take the example of a German consumer making a

it can have on payments success rates and therefore on

Euro-denominated purchase using Giropay on the German

e-commerce conversion rates.

website (www.examplemerchant.de) of a UK-registered
merchant. Is this a local transaction because the merchant
has a German website, or is it a cross-border transaction
because the "merchant of record8" is located in the UK.
From a merchant point of view, the transaction will be
considered as cross-border.
This example highlights one of the key decisions that a
merchant needs to make, namely how to structure the
set-up of payment processing while in many cases having
a localized website and customer relationship? Should it be
a central payment acceptance approach, or would a local
legal entity set-up be the most efficient approach? How will
this choice impact payment acceptance performance and

EDC’s perspective

the related fees?

Merchants must properly evaluate whether / where to
set up local legal entities as part of their international

In a nutshell, an online merchant has several alternatives

expansion. Payments-related issues (e.g. changes in

when setting up acceptance of MasterCard / Visa card trans-

card authorization rates depending upon the location

actions outside its home market. It can use a "cross-border"

of the merchant’s legal entity) should be one of the

/ central approach whereby its central entity accepts cards

main factors influencing the decision of whether or

in multiple countries via a single acquirer. A second option

not to set up local legal entities.

would be to use a "local" approach whereby each local

8
9

Entity that contracts with an “acquiring bank” to accept card payments for goods or services provided
The term “acquirer” refers to the payment service provider contracting with a merchant to accept card transactions and who settles funds with the merchant
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Opportunity 1

Markets in which online shoppers
are open to international retailers
Clearly, the attractiveness of a specific foreign market will depend upon
the unique circumstances of each merchant (e.g. does this merchant have
physical stores in this country, etc.). However, it is still useful to look at
"macro" data to identify which consumers are more open to making
purchases from merchants located in other countries.

EDC analyzed a sample of 7.5m transactions processed by

This indicator confirms that some countries are very "open"

Adyen that took place over a 6-month period among multiple

due to geographical or cultural reasons:

online retailers, excluding digital goods. For this analysis,

•• At one extreme, cross-border e-commerce represents

transactions on localized websites were considered to be

75% of online retail purchases made by Canadian

"local". EDC used this sample to understand the "shopper

consumers. Not surprisingly a vast majority of these

view" of cross-border e-commerce: are consumers making

cross-border purchases are made from websites located

purchases from websites outside of their home country?

in the US. Obviously, Canada is an extreme example

As such, EDC calculated a key indicator: the percentage of

of an "open" market due to the close proximity with a

online retail purchases that consumers have made from

much larger market.

websites located in other countries .
10

10
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•• Even though it is not as high as for Canada, it is still

For this "shopper view" analysis, EDC defined the merchant's location based on the domain suffix. For instance, a website with the .co.uk suffix would be defined as a UK merchant

Opportunity 1

% of online shopping outside of home country
60%

Open countries
DE

50%

CH

40%

BE

30%

IE

NL
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DK

20%

SE
IT

UK

10%
PL

Closed countries

FR

ES

0%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

% of B2C e-commerce in Europe

impressive to see that cross-border e-commerce
represents 36% of online retail purchases made by
Australian consumers. These purchases are made from

•• Moderately “open” consumers, from the Nordics
(Denmark, Sweden), Italy, and the UK.
•• Consumers that are the least “open”, located in France,

US websites, international ".com" websites and British

Poland, and Spain. This might be driven by language

websites, confirming the cultural closeness and affinity

or cultural preferences among these consumers, or by

of Australian consumers with these countries.

the presence of strong local merchants. For instance,
11 of the top 15 most visited websites12 in France are

The diagram above summarizes the "shopper view"

French merchants such as CDiscount, Fnac, voyages-

in Europe:

sncf, Carrefour, La Redoute, vente-privee, Leroy Merlin,

•• The horizontal axis shows the size of the e-commerce

Leclerc, Darty, etc.

market in each country as a percentage of B2C
ecommerce in Europe.11
•• The vertical axis shows the percentage of retail
purchases that consumers have made from websites
located in other countries based on Adyen’s sample (e.g.
German consumers buying from websites with domain
suffixes such as .com, .co.uk, .fr, etc.).
This analysis clearly identified three types of consumers:
•• Consumers that are the most “open” to buying
from non-domestic websites, from countries such

EDC's perspective

as Germany, Switzerland, Belgium, Ireland, and the

All other things being equal, online merchants should

Netherlands. One reason for this “openness” may be

first evaluate entering the most "open" countries,

the relatively small size of their domestic e-commerce

which include (in decreasing order of openness in

market (e.g. in Belgium or in Switzerland), which may

Europe) Germany, Switzerland, Belgium, Ireland, and

not provide the full range of online offers in which these

the Netherlands.

consumers are interested.

11
12

Source: Ecommerce Europe B2C Research Reports
Source: Q2 2014 results issued by Fevad and Médiamétrie
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Opportunity 2

Strong vs. weak exporters
in online retail
Using the same sample provided by Adyen, EDC analyzed
the data to understand the "merchant view" – which online
retailers (excluding digital goods) are most successful at
selling outside of their "home" country. The diagram to
the below right summarizes the "merchant view”:
•• Each column identifies merchants located in a given
country. For this "merchant view" analysis, EDC has
used a different definition of merchant location: it is
based upon the country where the "merchant of record"
is located (typically the merchant's headquarters or a
regional entity), not the domain suffix of the website as
used for the "shopper view".
•• The vertical axis shows the percentage of online retail
sales that merchants have made outside of their "home"
country, based upon Adyen’s data (e.g. sales made by
a UK-headquartered merchant to consumers with IP
% of online retail sales outside of home country

addresses outside of the UK).
100

This analysis clearly identified two groups of merchants:
•• Above-par performers: online retailers that have
achieved high levels of exports (>40% of total sales).

80

60

This group includes merchants located in fairly small
e-commerce markets (e.g. the Netherlands, Spain)
who have to expand internationally in order to grow.

40

20

It also includes merchants headquartered in countries
that have a cultural inclination towards exporting
and / or some of the competitive advantages such as
language skills or a large pool of human resources with

0%

PL

IT

FR

Low export countries

US

GB

ES

NL

DE

High export countries

the prior export experience required for a successful
international expansion (e.g. Germany, the UK).
•• Below-par performers: online retailers that have

EDC's perspective

achieved low levels of exports (<20% of total sales)

There is a significant upside for online retailers

This second group includes merchants located in

located in "low export" countries such as the

large e-commerce markets (e.g. the US and, to a

US, France, or Italy to increase their exports.

lesser extent, France) where local demand might be

For instance, Italian merchants would generate

sufficient for future growth. It also includes merchants

incremental aggregate annual e-commerce sales

located in countries that might not yet have some of

of 4.6 billion Euros if they achieved the same

the human resources with the required skill sets (e.g.

percentage of exports as British merchants13.

Italy, Poland).

13
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43% of online retail sales that UK merchants have made are sold outside of their "home" country vs. only 2% in Italy

Opportunity 3

Opportunity 3

Strong vs. weak exporters in digital goods
Based on another sample of 17 million transactions
processed by Adyen that took place over a 6-month
period among multiple digital goods merchants (dating,

•• The Netherlands and the US are in a second group, with
exports representing close to 50% of total digital goods sales
•• Finally, France appears to be an outlier with an

software, content, and gaming) , EDC completed the same

even lower percentage (4%) of digital goods exports

"merchant view" analysis as above for these merchants.

compared to its online retail performance (10%). This

14

might be due to the same reasons as stated previously
The diagram below summarizes the results of this analysis

(a large domestic market, limited access to the required

among digital goods merchants:

skills set, and limited export experience), and by the

•• Each column identifies merchants located in a given

selection by digital goods merchants of countries that

country, based on the country where the merchant's

offer more tax advantages.

contracting entity is located (typically the merchant's
headquarters).
•• The vertical axis shows the percentage of online retail
sales that merchants have made outside of their "home"
country, based upon Adyen’s data.
Compared to online retailers of physical goods, this
analysis among digital goods merchants shows results that

EDC's perspective

are quite different:

There is additional upside for digital goods merchants

•• As could be expected, the percentage of exports is

located in countries such as the Netherlands, the US,

higher across most digital goods merchants compared

and especially France to increase their exports by

to online retailers since there are no physical delivery /

further expanding international sales and operations.

logistics issues that have to be addressed.
•• There is a first group of "above par" performers (>60%
of exports) that include countries similar to those for
online retail (Germany, the UK), as well as two additional
ones (Ireland and Malta).

% of online digital good sales outside of home country
100

80

60

40

20

0%

FR
Low exports

14

US

NL

Medium exports

GB

DE

IE

MT

High exports

Different compared to the “shopper view” analysis that defined merchant’s location based on the domain suffix of the merchant’s website
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Key takeaways

Key takeaways

Markets ripe for
growth and
markets open
to cross-border
purchasing
Cross-border e-commerce opportunities should
be attractive for most, if not all, online merchants.
After all, cross-border e-commerce is expected to
grow significantly – almost tripling in the next five
years in six key markets identified by Nielsen and
growing more than two times faster than domestic
e-commerce across Europe as a whole.

This is an even greater opportunity for merchants
located in countries that have not yet fully exploited
the cross-border e-commerce opportunity, such as:
France
Italy
Poland
Merchants will certainly need to consider their particular
situation in order to prioritize their target countries
for international expansion (and the next section will
shed some light on this topic). However, it is important
to keep in mind that shoppers in some countries are
more open to buying from international merchants.
This includes consumers located in countries such as:
Australia
Belgium
Canada
Germany
the Netherlands
Ireland
Switzerland

13

Part 2

Strategic insights and best practices
for international expansion
Based on in-depth interviews with some of Adyen's merchants, EDC identified three key questions that require guidance
on how to best tap into this international expansion opportunity:
•• Which countries should be targeted?
•• Should a local merchant entity be set up?
•• What are the best practices to optimize cross-border payments?

14
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Which countries
should be targeted?
First, merchants need to decide which countries to target.

strong local payment methods and where doing business
is not easy but manageable with cross-border

Evernote, a digital workspace offering software for note
taking and archiving, indicated that it uses two basic criteria

payments set-ups.
4 The "closed" BRIC countries Brazil and India, in which

to select target countries:

it is harder to conduct business and where cross-border

•• Ease of doing business.

payments do not enable merchants to comprehensively

•• Size of the e-commerce opportunity.

reach local customers and prevent the full support of
all business models (e.g. local pricing, subscription

Based on the above framework, EDC ranked the tier 1

models, etc.).

countries (10 largest e-commerce countries and the BRIC
countries) across these two dimensions in the diagram below:

Spotify, a music streaming subscription service, confirmed

•• The vertical axis shows the size of the e-commerce

the above analysis:

market in each country in billions of Euros.

"Brazil and India are markets where regulations can

•• The horizontal axis shows the World Bank's "ease of
doing business" index.

change suddenly, so merchants need a contingency plan
for payments. Both India and Brazil pose challenges
around cross-border transactions. Brazil has been

This analysis identified four groups of countries:

difficult because cross-border related regulations can

1 Six countries with a large market opportunity AND a

change very quickly, which creates a lack of long-term

high ease of doing business. These include two North

visibility and a lot of "fire fighting". India is a difficult

American countries ( the US, Canada), three European

market because it does not support online subscription-

countries (the UK, Germany, France), and Australia.

based business models (due to the requirement for 2-tier

2 Two large markets that are relatively harder to enter due
to their regulatory environment: Japan and South Korea.
3 The "open" BRIC countries Russia and China, which have

authentication). International cards have low penetration,
and no local payment method offers a cross–borderfriendly payment model".

2013 e-commerce (billion €)
€350
US

€300

€250

CN

€200

Low complexity

Medium complexity

Open BRIC

Closed BRIC

€150
UK

€100

JP
€50

FR
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€0
0

DE
CA

RU

KR
30

60

90

BR
120

IN
150

Ease of doing business index (1=most business-friendly regulations) 2009 - 2013

Tier 1: top 10 e-commerce markets and BRIC countries15

15

Source: Ecommerce Europe, World Bank, Mintel, AIMAI
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2013 online market size index
20
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Low complexity
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Medium complexity

High complexity but high potential
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Ease of doing business index (1=most business-friendly regulations) 2009 - 2013

Tier 2: next 10 countries with high online market attractiveness16
Second, EDC ran a similar analysis to rank the tier 2

•• Evernote shared that it sells digital goods in nearly all

countries (the next 10 largest e-commerce markets) across

countries except high-risk countries on their internal

these two dimensions:

black list, such as the Republic of the Congo, Cuba, Iran,

•• The vertical axis shows the size of the e-commerce market

Ivory Coast, Libya, Myanmar, North Korea, Somalia,

in each country, indexed to the largest market (US = 100).

Sudan, and Syria.

•• The horizontal axis shows the World Bank's "ease of
doing business" index.
EDC's perspective
This analysis identified three groups of countries:

For a typical online merchant, there are a few

1 Three Asia Pacific countries whose business environment

large and attractive markets in North America,

makes them easier to enter but are smaller in size: Hong

Europe and Asia Pacific. In addition, some of the

Kong, New Zealand, and Singapore.

"tier 2" countries such as the Netherlands, Finland,

2 Three Northern European countries that are also easy to enter

Sweden, Hong Kong, etc. might be worth consid-

and relatively larger: the Netherlands, Finland, and Sweden.

ering, based upon the merchant’s specific business

3 Two e-commerce markets that are fairly large but hard to

and the market conditions.

enter: Italy and Argentina.
Finally, merchant interviews helped identify a list of
countries that represent either a significant challenge or
should be avoided completely:
•• Company A, a sporting goods and clothing retailer
interviewed for this research, mentioned two other
European countries that appeared to be attractive market
opportunities but which they decided not to enter in the
first phase: Norway and Switzerland. Since the countries

16

16

Should a local
merchant entity
be set up?

are not part of the European Union, the process to send

Once a merchant has decided which country to enter,

and return products to and from consumers in these

it needs to make another structural decision: whether

markets adds additional complexity. It also has financial

or not to set up a local legal entity (that will act as the

implications due to customs processes.

"merchant"). As this report will show, having a local

Source: AT Kearney 2013 Global Retail ecommerce index, World Bank

Part 2

entity can help achieve higher credit card authorization

such as China, Japan, and the US, this merchant has set

approval rates in some countries and therefore higher

up a local "look and feel" website, with prices in local

conversion rates, but it can also create additional internal

currency and, most importantly, local fulfillment that

complexity and related costs (depending on the set-up).

includes a local warehouse with a local delivery service
to ensure fast delivery and no import duties.

Inditex, a fashion retail group, shared its thoughts on some

•• Tier 2 - "partly local" countries: for other large markets

of the criteria impacting this decision:

such as Canada, Germany, and the UK, this merchant has

•• Customs, i.e. impact on customers due to import taxes,

a similar set-up as for tier 1 countries, except that local

applicable VAT, or delays due to customs procedures.

fulfillment is only available on the most popular items.

•• Logistics, which includes both the delivery timeline and

•• Tier 3 - "local shop window" countries: for shoppers in

the delivery cost. This is becoming an important criteria

countries such as Australia, Mexico, Singapore, Taiwan,

as consumers increasingly expect faster delivery.

and South Korea, this merchant provides a local "look

•• Physical infrastructure (e.g. presence of local stores, or
dense networks of delivery points).
•• Assessment of the local market payment method
demands and expectations.
•• Discussions with payment partners such as Adyen
to understand what is possible locally. For instance,

and feel" website, but no local fulfillment (i.e. they ship
from a central location).
•• Tier 4 - "nothing local" countries: for all other countries
(e.g. Abu Dhabi, smaller Latin American countries, etc.),
shoppers need to visit and purchase from the standard
.com website.

Russian consumers expect the option of "cash on
delivery" (COD), and it is important to understand in
which parts of Russia this COD option is available and
with which local partner(s).

EDC's perspective
The decision to go "local" is complex. Not only

Evernote, which is expanding into sales of physical

does it involve multiple factors, but it can also

products, explained:

be implemented in different ways. A clear best

"We adopted a "four shades of grey" approach (not a "black

practice is to take a gradual approach, as opposed

or white" approach) for our online retail business involving

to a "big bang" approach, and to implement "local"

physical deliveries".

approaches one country at a time in line with overall

They have 4 different “country tiers”, with a different

corporate objectives. Of course, it is critical to

approach for each tier:

consider the local payment set-up!

•• Tier 1 - "all local" countries: for the largest markets

What are the best
practices to optimize
cross-border
payments?
Through the in-depth interviews with Adyen's merchants,
EDC also identified four payments-related best practices
that all merchants should consider as they expand
internationally.
17

Best practice 1

Best practice 1

Implement relevant payment
methods and customer experience
The first best practice is to ensure that the whole customer experience is optimized for
these local consumers and that each country-specific website enables local consumers to
pay with the relevant local payment methods.
For Company A, this means:
"involving local users in the development of the design and

Americas

Split of payment method usage

content of each local payment page".
There are different techniques that can be used to ensure
that this customization is done properly. For instance,
merchants can gather feedback from local users via
focus groups or by leveraging local employees and their

Brazil
International cards17

77%

Boleto

15%

knowledge of the market. In addition, merchants can use

Bank transfer

4%

tools such as A/B testing to fine-tune local websites and

SafetyPay / PayPal

4%

the local payment page in particular. This method involves
presenting a random selection of customers with a slightly
different version of the page (e.g. a new payment method, a
different format, etc.) to test which page generates a higher
conversion rate.

Canada
International cards17
Interac

93%
7%

One of the key decisions to meet the expectations of local
consumers is which payment methods to accept. This might
be a straightforward answer in some countries, but it can
be much harder in other countries. The tables on this and

USA
International cards17

93%

the next page provide some initial answers based on Adyen's

PayPal

5%

transaction data. It is important to note, however, that not

Discover

2%

all merchants should necessarily accept all of these payment
methods. As an example, international cards only represent
42% of transactions in Russia. In order to tap into the very
high expected growth of cross-border online purchases

Inditex also takes a pragmatic approach but in a slightly

made by Russian consumers, merchants should clearly

differently manner:

consider accepting local alternatives such as Qiwi or Yandex.

"In line with being a global brand, when entering a new country
initially, we will always try to enable international-branded

Evernote addressed this key question of which payment

cards. If this standard global approach enables us to achieve

methods to accept in a very pragmatic manner:

a majority payment coverage in a local market, then we will

"We think that less is more".

18

start on this basis. If this is not the case (for instance, due to

Historically, it has been focused on speed-to-market and on

the low penetration of international-branded cards among

simplifying the customer experience. Because of this focus,

local consumers), then it would be deemed to be insufficient,

Evernote has tended to accept fewer payment methods to

and we would evaluate which "local" payment methods to

ensure fast implementation and avoid consumer confusion.

implement for this country in addition to the international

For instance, it accepts only Alipay for mobile-initiated

cards. Ultimately we will strive to offer local payment methods,

purchases in China and only credit card payments in Brazil.

making the customer experience as local as possible.”

17

Includes American Express, MasterCard and Visa

Best practice 1

Europe

Split of payment method usage

Asia-Pacific

France

Split of payment method usage

Australia

International cards

81%

International cards

85%

PayPal

16%

PayPal

13%

3%

CB cards

2%

Poli

China

Germany

1%

International cards

24%

International cards

Local cards

35%

Alipay

48%

Sofort / Giropay

16%

Tenpay

19%

Invoice

15%

UnionPay

14%

PayPal

10%

Others

18%

Russia

India

International cards

42%

International cards

75%

Qiwi

26%

e-banking

25%

Yandex

19%

Webmoney

8%

PayPal

5%

UK

Japan
International cards

74%

Konbini

17%
9%

JCB

International cards

90%

PayPal

10%

Finally, Spotify highlighted the importance of
"ensuring compliance with local customer disclosure or other
security-related requirements that are in constant state of
change".

S. Korea
International cards

72%

Bank transfer

15%

Samsung / Hyundai cards

8%

Carrier billing

5%

For instance, the European Central Bank (ECB) issued
“Recommendations for the security of internet payments"
in 2013, which will need to be implemented by April 2015.
This could have a large impact on the customer experience
in the EU. For instance, recommendation 12.5 requires "(...)

EDC's perspective

e-merchants to clearly separate payment-related processes

Merchants should leverage their payment partner's

from the online shop in order to make it easier for customers

expertise and other available resources, such as the

to identify when they are communicating with the PSP and

Merchant Risk Council's conferences and material, in

not the payee (e.g. by re-directing the customer and opening

order to identify relevant payment methods for key

a separate window so that the payment process is not

markets and local regulatory requirements.

shown within a frame of the e-merchant) ."
18
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http://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/other/assessmentguidesecurityinternetpayments201402en.pdf
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Best practice 2

Maximize approval rates
Once the relevant local payment methods have been enabled and the appropriate
customer experience has been set up, another best practice is to maximize approval
rates in each country, especially for card transactions.

Most card transactions involve a first step in which the

legitimate fraud attempts), so merchants should not try to

merchant sends an authorization request to the card issuer,

eliminate all declines.

after which it receives a response code back from the
issuer, either a positive response ("approved") or a negative

The second step is to make the required operational and

response ("declined "). The variance in this approval rate

/ or contractual changes to address the main reasons

can be from as low as 50% to as high as 99%, which can

for declines. Example: When Inditex entered Poland on

therefore significantly impact e-commerce conversion

a cross-border acquiring basis, it found that credit card

rates. This explains why many merchants are so focused on

decline rates were extremely high. After investigating

maximizing these approval rates.

the root cause, it became apparent that the main reason

19

for the high decline rate was that Polish issuers require
The first step is to identify transaction categories with

cardholders to register their card for online purchases

high decline rates and understand the root causes for

– and if they do not, the card is systematically declined

these declines. Merchants should work with their payment

for any online purchases. Armed with this information,

partner to obtain a breakdown of decline rates for each

Inditex implemented changes to staff training and website

country (e.g. by card brand, card type, BIN, etc.) and then

messaging to ensure shoppers were aware of the need

analyze the response codes for these declines. Merchant

to enable this feature. Following these changes, it saw a

interviews indicate that this can be challenging when

significant improvement in its approval rates.

working with certain acquirers in some countries where
they only provide generic response codes that do not

A final note regarding cross-border approval rates is that

provide sufficient data to support this analysis. However,

one key reason for market variation is that some issuers

in most cases, merchants can work with their payment

identify purchases made outside of the cardholder’s home

partner to identify areas for improvements (see below

country as riskier than a domestic transaction. This is due

for an illustrative example). It is important to note that

to the fact that issuers typically suffer a higher fraud rate

some declines are warranted (for instance those that are

on cross-border transactions. For example, French issuers

19
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Merchants typically receive (but not always) a response code indicating the reason for each decline. The main reasons include incorrect card details (e.g. invalid card number,
expired card) and risk-related issues (e.g. suspected fraud, insufficient funds).

Best practice 2

report a fraud rate that is 3-4 times higher among cross-

through merchant accounts located in other countries

border e-commerce transactions compared to domestic

(flagged as "cross-border" in this analysis).
•• In the analysis, and as shown shown in the diagram

e-commerce transactions . When entering a new market,
20

merchants should keep this in mind and adjust their

below, this uplift in card approval rates for a particular

strategy accordingly.

country is an average based on a sample of at least
three merchants.

Impact of a local merchant of record on authorization rates
Based on Adyen's data, an analysis was conducted in order

This methodology allowed for the calculation of the

to quantify the potential uplift in card approval rates when

difference in card approval rates between transactions

merchants use a local merchant of record (i.e. a local legal

processed with a local merchant of record compared to a

entity) to process transactions for a few key markets. The

non-local merchant of record for the same merchant, i.e. a

analysis was based on the below criteria:

real "like for like" comparison.

•• Sample of MasterCard and Visa transactions in 2014
across 15 countries (based on the country where the

The below diagram points to three categories of countries:

MasterCard or Visa card is issued).

1 High impact countries: In countries like Germany,

•• For each particular merchant in the analysis, Adyen

Italy, Brazil, and the US, a local merchant of record

compared the authorization rates for transactions

generated an uplift in card approval rates greater than

where the merchant of record location matched the

5%, which is a major impact.

issuance location of those card vs. transactions

2 Medium impact countries: This category includes

where the merchant of record location is in a

countries such as Canada, Spain, and Switzerland,

different country.

where the uplift is between 2% to 5%.

•• For instance, one of Adyen's large travel merchants

3 Low impact countries: This includes countries such

processes the majority of UK-issued cards via their

as Australia, France, Norway, and the UK, where a local

UK merchant account (hence these transactions are

merchant of record still had a positive impact but at a

flagged as "domestic" in this analysis). However, this

rate below 2%.

same merchant processes a minority of UK-issued cards

Brazil
Italy
United States
Germany
Spain
Canada
Denmark
Switzerland
Sweden
the Netherlands
France
Norway
Australia
UK
Ireland
0%

2

4

6

8

10

Impact of local merchant of record on authorization rates
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French issuers reported an online fraud rate of 0.23% in 2013 for domestic transactions, compared to 0.86% when a transaction involved a SEPA acquirer and 0.75% when a
transaction involved a foreign non-SEPA acquirer (source: Observatoire de la sécurité des cartes de paiement 2013)
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However, it is important to note that the impact of a local

Spotify has adopted a slightly different mix:

merchant of record depends a lot on the merchant’s

•• It started with local acquiring only in strategic, large

business model. Also, merchants need to find the right

markets; in all other countries, it accepted cards on a

trade-off in deciding whether they should go for a local

cross-border basis.

merchant of record vs. a non-local merchant of record.
On one hand, using a local merchant of record can help
increase card approval rates and therefore contribute to an

•• It has since then added local acquiring in countries
where there is a positive impact on authorization rates.
•• Other markets remain cross-border for now, but it

increase in merchant's revenues. On the other hand, using

may migrate to local acquiring over time as part of the

a local merchant of record can increase the total payment

optimization of payment acceptance.

acceptance costs for merchants, since the interchange rates
can be higher in some countries for national traffic. The

Clearly the decision to migrate to local acquiring can have

right answer is therefore likely to vary by merchant and by

a big impact, but it is complex and has implications beyond

country, which confirms the need for taking an incremental

payments. Merchant interviews indicated that merchants

step-by-step approach and leveraging the experience of a

use the following criteria (in decreasing order of importance)

payment partner (see best practice 4).

to decide whether to migrate to local acquiring and where:
•• Approval rates.

The impact of local acquiring versus cross-border acquiring

•• Tax implications and currency controls: In countries

Another example involves the potentially complex change of

like Brazil, consumers and / or international merchants

migrating to "local acquiring" in order to address the issue of

might have to pay tax on cross-border transactions.

higher decline rates for cross-border card transactions. Local

•• Operational efficiency for the Finance team:

acquiring involves the set-up of a local legal merchant entity

Depending on the services provided by the contracted

and a contract with a local acquirer for card transactions. For

acquirers, local acquiring can involve more complexity

instance, after its initial market entry, Inditex switched its

(e.g. a local acquirer might report activity in a different

model to a local acquiring model in the US market. Amongst

file format) and potentially more back-office staff for

the reasons for this switch were the higher average decline

tasks such as reconciliation.

rates experienced as a European merchant selling cross-

•• Payment acceptance costs: In some markets, there

border in the US. After the change to being a US merchant

is a significant difference in interchange fees between

of record, decline rates quickly moved to market standard

domestic transactions and cross-border transactions.

levels, which indicates the impact of the risk policies of the
local card issuing banks in the US.
This key question of whether and where to set up local
entities to leverage local acquiring came up in multiple
merchant interviews. Merchants have typically adopted a
mix of local and cross-border acquiring arrangements – and
they frequently have changed their mix over time as their
business has grown and evolved. For instance, Inditex has
adopted the following mix:
•• Maintaining a cross-border (intra-regional) model
across Europe.
•• Establishing local acquiring arrangements in the US,
Canada, China, Russia, Mexico, and South Korea (in

Optimizing approval rates requires good data to

that order).

identify root causes for low approval rates, a flexible

•• For Japan, it currently maintains a cross-border model

payment partner with local acquiring capabilities (in

for acquiring card transactions, but is investigating

countries where local acquiring can provide an uplift

the possibility of a local legal entity, in order to enable

in approval rates), and the relevant past experience

cash on delivery and potentially other local alternative

to optimize this complex equation.

payment methods.
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Best practice 3

Best practice 3

Optimize fraud management and
streamline back-office operations
As mentioned previously, international expansion can create two issues for merchants:
higher fraud rates and more complex / higher back-office costs.

Most importantly, merchants need to ensure that their

To begin with, Company A does not deliver outside the

fraud strategy (fraud policy, fraud prevention tools and

local country targeted by its local website (e.g. its .de

process, and human resources involved in fraud analysis

website only delivers in Germany). Secondly, it uses a

and manual reviews) evolves in line with their international

mix of international and local fraud prevention tools.

expansion. The clear best practice here is to adjust fraud

For instance, in supported markets, it uses 3D Secure

policies and tools to reflect the unique nature of each

combined with scoring, whereby 3D Secure is used

market, because fraud patterns vary by country.

selectively based on a set of criteria.

How do merchants address this additional complexity of

In some cases, merchants have even gone further and

varying fraud patterns across countries? Some merchants,

have collaborated across countries to prevent fraud and

such as Inditex, manage chargebacks and fraud centrally:

/ or taken action in collaboration with local law enforce-

"We work with a single tool and a central fraud team that

ment agencies. For instance, many airlines, including

liaises closely with local customer service groups. As such the

British Airways and Finnair, have started to collaborate via

multiple Inditex brands benefit from a “consolidated front”

Perseuss, an IATA-sponsored web-based community for

against online fraud".

airlines to share credit card fraud data. In addition, airlines

Other merchants, such as Company A, take a difference

collaborated with Europol for an "Action Day" in April 2014

approach:

across 68 airports in 32 countries worldwide, which resulted

"We use a mix of fraud prevention tactics".
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in 70 arrests in a single day21.

Source: https://www.europol.europa.eu/content/113-people-detained-and-70-arrested-action-day-tackling-airline-fraud
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Secondly, merchants need to keep the complexity and

Spotify summarized this point very clearly:

payment back-office related costs under control. Merchant

"Reconciliation is a pain point, along with handling back-

interviews indicated that international expansion will result

office activities such as chargebacks. This is not an area

in greater complexity and cost:

where we want to spend time".

•• As mentioned previously, local acquiring can involve
more complexity if a merchant works with a fragmented
range of local acquirers that might provide reports

EDC's perspective

(such as settlement files, chargebacks, etc.) in a different

Merchants need to go into new countries with their

format and with different data elements, thereby making

"eyes open" and plan ahead of time how to address

reconciliation more complex and time-consuming.

different fraud patterns and increasing complexity

•• Depending on how a merchant contracts and connects

in back-office activities. As the next topic will show,

with acquirers / local payment method providers, there

merchants should consider "exporting" these

can be more complexity involved in managing additional

complexities to their payment partner.

contracts and technical connections.
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Best practice 4

Export complexity to your payment partner
As discussed, merchant interviews identified that international expansion created
additional complexity related to their payments function.

This includes:

consumers and themselves, while keeping fraud losses at

•• Complexity in deciding which local payment methods to

the optimal level.

accept and how to set up the customer experience.
•• Complexity in identifying root causes for low approval
rates and evaluating potential corrective actions.
•• Complexity related to fraud prevention and paymentsrelated back-office functions.

3 Supporting efficient cash management: Providing
appropriate and timely reporting to merchants, as along
with the ability to settle in the appropriate currencies and
locations.
4 Minimizing the administrative overhead of payments:
Facilitating more efficient back-office processes, such as

For most merchants, an emerging best practice is to "export

user-friendly reporting for reconciliation purposes.

complexity" to their payment partner. For instance, when

5 Adopting an "easy to do business with" approach:

asked why they chose Adyen, Evernote said:

Providing an account or sector-dedicated account

"It is very helpful to rely on a partner to do the heavy lifting,

manager, as well as providing pragmatic advice based on

not a lot of internal engineering resources are available to

past experience with similar issues.

support payments".
Similarly, Spotify noted:
"Adyen is putting as much logic as possible on their end

EDC's perspective

related to authorization, 3D Secure usage, etc.”.

Merchants should consider "payments" as a
strategic business function and should therefore

In addition, Inditex provided an excellent summary of the

maintain internal payments experts and knowledge.

five key payments-related requirements that a payment

However, it makes sense for merchants to "export

partner can help address:

operational complexity" to their payment partner

1 Meeting customer demand: Enabling the relevant

in many cases, especially to handle the broad and

payment methods in a fast and customized manner, with

rapidly changing issues (e.g. ongoing changes in

the end objective of maximizing approval rates.

scheme rules and regulations) involved in their inter-

2 Minimizing the total cost of acceptance: Helping

national expansion.

merchants identify how to reduce fees and taxes for their

25
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Part 3

Key steps to international
online expansion
This report has clearly identified that there is a significant opportunity for online merchants to pursue international
expansion and that payments is a key driver of successful international expansion. The final question is “how should
you approach international expansion?" EDC would suggest a three-step approach.
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Step 1

Where should
you go?
Defining an international online expansion plan
As for any business initiative, it obviously makes sense to

These merchant interviews also confirmed that "payments"

define a plan for your international online expansion in

should be one of the key implementation tasks in the

order to (a) validate the business case and (b) describe the

international expansion plan. For instance, each merchant

key implementation tasks.

will need to decide whether to set up a local legal "merchant
entity" (i.e. a local legal entity that will be the "merchant of

However, this report points to the fact that there should

record") if they want the ability to adopt a local acquiring

be an extra point added to this step, namely ensuring that

approach (see step 2).

"payments" is one of the key criteria in the business case
and one of the key implementation tasks.

Benefiting from the expertise of payment partners
The above planning work can be complemented by

Merchant interviews confirmed that "payments" should be

engaging with payment partners such as Adyen. Based

one of the key criteria when developing the business case to

on their knowledge of and experience in payments,

decide whether / how to enter a new country. For instance,

partners can often provide additional factual background

some countries might represent a large and attractive

(e.g. benchmarking information, learnings from past

market opportunity but might involve significant currency,

implementations in the target country, deep knowledge of

tax, or other payments-related restrictions. These involve

specific markets and payment methods) and make sound

countries with large market opportunities such as Brazil

recommendations for potential improvements (e.g. which

(tax on online international purchases) and India (mandate

local forms of payment to add).

of second-factor authentication).

Step 2

How to set up your
payments function
Each merchant is unique and the optimal payments

and the US should at a minimum evaluate whether to

set-up is likely to vary by sector, if not by merchant.

set up a local merchant entity.

However, merchant interviews identified four generic
best practices that all merchants can benefit from:

•• Best practice 3 – Keep fraud and back-office under
control: Market entry plans should include tasks to
evaluate how to customize fraud prevention practices

•• Best practice 1 – Implement relevant payment
methods and customer experience: This is most likely to

and how to adapt back-office functions when expanding
internationally.

involve not only accepting local payment methods such

•• Best practice 4 – Export complexity to your payment

as iDEAL in the Netherlands or Alipay in China, but also

partner: Payment partners should not only provide

customizing the experience for local consumers.

technical payment acceptance solutions but also the

•• Best practice 2 – Maximize approval rates: Merchants
with sufficient activity in countries such as Brazil, France,

relevant business advice and ancillary services to reduce
complexity for international merchants.
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Step 3

Are you getting
there?
Monitor payment performance carefully
Even more than for their domestic market, online merchants
need to collect and review payment performance data from
their international markets on a regular basis. For instance,
credit card authorization rates can vary significantly across
countries and can be abnormally low due to a payment
setup that is not fully optimized or changing local conditions
(e.g. a new regulation).
As such, online merchants should set up a payment
dashboard with a few Key Performance Indicators, including
the authorization rate by country and by payment method.
These KPIs should be monitored at least monthly, though it
is a best practice to monitor them on a near real-time basis
for a merchant’s largest markets (e.g. an alert is triggered
if credit card authorization rates vary outside of a typical
range over the past 15 minutes).
Adopt a "trial and error" approach
Merchant interviews have revealed that A/B testing is
very useful in fine-tuning many of the payment variables
mentioned in this report, such as which local payment
methods to accept. This is one of the best practices
mentioned by merchants and is part of a pragmatic
approach based on testing different features for
potential improvement and gathering factual data on
consumer response.
Ensure that "payments" remains top of mind
Payments should be considered a strategic issue for
online merchants not only at the time of opening
a new country but also on an on-going basis. Once
the payments-related approach is in place for new
countries, it is important to ensure that the merchant's
management team remains informed about progress and
payments-related changes in these countries. Merchants
should also remain engaged with their payment partners
who should be able to share their views on best practices
in payments in each country, which will help further
optimize payments in the long term.
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Adyen – powering global payments
for expanding businesses
As Internet technology accelerates the globalization of commerce, delivering a seamless customer experience right
through the checkout stage is helping some of the world’s fastest-growing companies to reach new shoppers in markets
as far apart as China and Chile. With its single platform to accept payments from anywhere in the world, Adyen helps
businesses quickly roll out into new markets and scale internationally. Cross-border payments optimization plays a
key role in this process. Here is how Adyen supports the four best practices that have been highlighted in this report.

Best practice 1

Best practice 2

Implement relevant payment methods and improve

Maximize approval rates

customer experience
In some markets, offering local payment methods is the

In order to increase authorization rates, merchants need

only way to reach a critical mass of customers. For example,

access to the reasons why transactions are declined by the

in China – the world’s biggest e-commerce market – the

card issuers, and the tools to make data-driven changes to

payments landscape is dominated by three local payment

their payment settings.

methods – Alipay, UnionPay and Tenpay.
Adyen’s new generation payment solution infrastructure
The Adyen payment platform supports more than 250

includes all relevant functions of the payment processing

payment methods and 187 transaction currencies around

value chain in a single platform. In fact, the system

the world – the most comprehensive global reach of any

connects directly into (and has full acquiring licenses for)

payment solution provider. Furthermore, Adyen:

Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Diners, Discover,
JCB, and UnionPay schemes. In addition, Adyen has built

•• Gives merchants the ability to improve customer

and is continuously developing an efficient, stable, and

experience by dynamically offering the most relevant

flexible local card acquiring network as part of its global

local payment methods according to the shopper’s

acquiring solution.

location.
•• Has developed innovative features to adapt to specific

This platform infrastructure provides access to key data

models, such as one-click payments based on local

including detailed refusal reasons, and advanced reporting

payment methods.

features. This means an unprecedented ability to monitor

•• Is at the forefront of adapting to new payment methods
such as Apple Pay and SEPA Direct Debit.

and analyze granular information, and continually adapt
settings in order to improve authorization rates.
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Best practice 3

Best practice 4

Optimize fraud management and streamline

Export complexity to your payment partner

back-office management
The Adyen risk management offering is built to achieve

Payments is a fast moving field driven by technology

two key outcomes; minimize chargebacks, and minimize

developments and new consumer requirements. Merchants

‘false positives’, that is to say, genuine transactions that

needs to adapt to this evolution at a very fast pace to stay

are falsely identified as fraud attempts.

ahead of the game. Adyen is a technology provider which
merchants can rely on to outsource the complexity of this

To achieve these outcomes, Adyen has developed a

key component of their sales strategy. A fast software

groundbreaking fraud management tool. Instead of

release cycle (with updates every 3 to 4 weeks) makes it

assessing risk on individual data points, the Adyen

possible for merchants working with Adyen to grow their

payment platform’s algorithms automatically connect

business with a future-proof payment solution.

a wide range of transaction information, including IP
and email addresses, card number, device, time of day,

With global headquarters in Amsterdam, Adyen has offices

location, and numerous other data points. Based on this

in San Francisco, São Paulo, London, Singapore, Paris,

data, transactions are assigned an overall risk score in

Berlin, Stockholm, Madrid, and Boston, and an experienced

real time to determine if it is accepted, declined, or routed

account management team distributed across these

through 3D Secure or manual review.

locations that specializes in specific markets and industry
verticals. The Adyen team strives to help merchants

The fraud management tool is reinforced by a risk calculator

optimize their payments strategy and fine-tune platform

module that runs a comprehensive analysis on a specific

settings, and regularly publishes white papers and research

merchant transaction and chargeback history, and provides

to give merchants the insights they need to improve

insights and suggestions on how the risk management

customer experience and drive revenue growth.

settings can be adjusted to help merchants further optimize
the balance between chargebacks and ‘false positives’.
Adyen offers a single online back-office to access and
manage all payments and fraud settings across all sales
channels (e-commerce, mobile, and in-store) on a global
scale. The online merchant back-office interface provides
detailed reporting and visual key metrics, and can be fully
integrated with merchant operation software systems
such as SAP.
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About Edgar, Dunn & Company

About Adyen

EDGAR, DUNN & COMPANY (EDC) is an independent global

Adyen is a technology company that provides a single

financial services and payments consultancy. Founded in

platform to accept payments anywhere in the world

1978, the firm is widely regarded as a trusted adviser to

through any sales channel. Driven by a vision to improve

its clients, providing a full range of strategy consulting

customer experience, streamline processes, and

services, expertise and market insight.

ultimately increase revenue, Adyen enables businesses
to process payments across online, mobile, and Point-

From locations in Frankfurt, London, Paris, San Francisco,

of-Sale (POS) with over 250 payment methods in 187

Singapore and Sydney, we deliver actionable strategies,

transaction currencies. Adyen processes payments for

measurable results and a unique blend of global perspective

over 3,500 businesses, including four out of five of the

and local market knowledge for clients in over 45 countries.

largest US internet companies by market capitalization,
and other leading businesses including Airbnb, Booking.
com, Spotify, Groupon, Evernote, Viagogo, Yelp, Vodafone,
Mango, SoundCloud, Indiegogo, KLM, and JustFab.

www.edgardunn.com

www.adyen.com
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